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Clever Conditioning ConCepts

neW!

BeCAUse it’s All ABoUt tAste!
In the world of food it’s all about taste. You’re the expert 
here and KOMA specialists act as an extension of your organi-  

sation. Our playing field is much larger than simply looking 
up the technical boundaries of the refrigeration and con-
serving technology that fit within your production process. 
Because fair is fair: the basic principles behind chilling and 
freezing are almost always identical. Our ‘secret’ lies within 
the detail. How can you combine technology with quality 
and flavour? How can you guarantee maximum flexibility 
in the production process? And how do you tie optimal cost 
effic iency with the highest possible economic performance?

KoMA KnoWs HoW to
Inspiring, by thinking with you, in stead of dealing from 
within the standard system selection has been KOMA’s 
motto for over 70 years. Using the client’s needs and require-
ments as a starting point means that we add intrinsic value to 
your end product. We ask you what you need to distinguish 
your product and your production process. 

“Koma knows how to” means that we dare to think outside 
of the box. Continuous innovation. That is the course we 
have set ourselves.

In this first publication of FRESH NWS we introduce you to our new communication theme. KOMA is going to use this to further 
strengthen her position as market leader in chilling techniques.

fresh 
nwskoma |  communIcatIon In condItIonInG 
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 We KnoW-HoW to CHill

Clever Conditioning ConCepts
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KoMA totAl solUtions

ConstAnt teMperAtUre 

even Air level CirCUlAtion 
Air speed is of great importance for products for which dehydration is undesirable. 

CorreCt relAtive HUMidity
Besides air speed, relative humidity is also essential in securing and guaranteeing quality.  

T+L+R are inseparable and make sure that your products maintain all their taste and 
quality during storing, even after longer periods of time. You also have available maximum 
flexibility to adjust the temperature, air circulation and humidity during each production 
phase. That is what the KOMA professional’s hands stand for in our visualisation. It expli-
citly conveys that chilling and conserving techniques – just like your trade – rely on real 
mastery!

We summarize the KOMA promise as ‘clever conditioning concepts’. With this we express 
that KOMA solutions are based on the ability to oversee the entire ‘critical path’ of your 
total preservation installation. From the first idea, right up the installation. Eliminating 
client risk and offering insightful production and delivery times. A phased approach, in 
which your involvement as our client is optimal, completes the circle.

Our added value for you is in our philosophy, approach and company values. We recognize 
the importance of continuous innovation to best serve our customers. Our passion drives us 
towards the best possible solution, every single time. We do this on the basis of our unique 
and unequalled tlr concept. 

Whilst storing at low temperatures, fluctuations in temperature must be avoided. Fluctu
ations in temperature create ice crystals that influence the quality of the stored products. 
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KoMA in prACtiCe 

solUtion BAsed teAMWorK
You can use our “KOMA know-how” as you wish in its complete depth and width to support 
your production process as best as possible. Below we have summed up a number of 
possibilities. These are of course an indicator and can be expanded to fit your personal 
wishes and needs. Challenge us and present us with your problem. We gladly work with  
you in creating the optimal solution.

As prodUCt innovAtor

Freezing

Conditioning

Storage

Conserving

Teleguard distance control

Software and system control

Clever Conditioning ConCepts

‘Excellence’ in service, resources, ideas

‘Care’ and active thinking that eases the life  
of a food producer.

Expertise through among others competencies,  
capability, specials

‘Eye for more efficiency’ for the client

 Know-how of the client’s market

As Co-CreAtor in tHe optiMizAtion 
of food qUAlity
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